
DS3 DataVaulting offers secure, streamlined backup of Microsoft® Exchange 2000, 2003, and 
2007. Using DS3, full information store (I/S) restore and disaster recovery  
can be completed with ease and in a fraction of the time required by other products  
and services. The Message Level Restore (MLR) feature provides backup and restore  
with granularity down to specific email objects, such as messages and contacts, without taking 
the email server offline. With data management solutions for the entire enterprise, DS3 is the 
optimal choice for protection of your Microsoft® Exchange environment. 

Reliable, Easy Service for Full Information Store 
DS3 DataVaulting provides backup and restore features for the full I/S, which simplifies backup 
processes and prepares for disaster recovery. With an agent-less architecture,  
the entire I/S is backed up without affecting end users. DS3’s delta-blocking and compression 
capabilities enable a full I/S backup while dramatically reducing the amount of data transmitted 
and stored. Restores of the latest backup are quickly performed over the local LAN via the DS3 
“gateway.” During a restore, there is no need to track “full”  
or “incrementals” because DS3 handles the reconstruction to a target Exchange server  
just by selecting a date for the backup. These capabilities can also be applied to  
Novell GroupWise and IBM Lotus Notes/Domino Server.

Individual Restore of Messages Made Simple
With the MLR feature, DS3 backs up and restores specific mailboxes, folders, and objects 
through a user-friendly graphic interface without interfering with the server. This option is perfect 
for restoring individual messages or contacts accidentally deleted or needed for management or 
legal purposes. During the MLR backup, the I/S is scanned and all  
new and modified email objects are backed up individually. The system can be set  
to back up emails as soon as they arrive without waiting for a scheduled nightly backup.  
To restore, a mailbox, folder, or single object can be returned to the original user or an 
administrator’s mailbox. 

Streamlined Backup, Restore, and Disaster 
Recovery for Microsoft ® Exchange



DS3 DataVaulting is a reliable partner that offers companies a streamlined, secure,  
and scalable data management solution. From servers, to workstations, to laptops,  
DS3 provides backup, restore, and disaster recovery for the entire enterprise. Our automated 
process virtually eliminates human error, and offsite backup is made even more secure with 
advanced encryption technology. DS3’s agent-less architecture makes set-up simple. Our 
services are highly compatible with a wide range of network platforms and applications. 
DS3 offers an enhanced return on investment by saving companies time and money. Finally, 
all services and features are covered by one “pay for what you use” monthly cost and fully 
supported by our dedicated customer service team. In business longer than any other dedicated 
industry player of our size, at DS3 DataVaulting we deliver on our commitment to be a full service 
data management resource.

Streamlined Backup, Restore, and Disaster 
Recovery for Microsoft ® Exchange

“My DS3 Exchange restore worked perfectly.  
It was handled quickly and efficiently with 
no errors. When I had to do it with tape, it 
was a pain. With DS3, it was simple, fast, and 
convenient.”

Tom Miller
Systems Engineering Group
Base Technologies, Inc.
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